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This digest depicts the rise of Bitcoin as it secures its position as the number one digital currency
and as the brand new ‘digital’ The digest finishes with an optimistic accounts of Blockchain, the

infrastructure that underpins Bitcoin, detailing the potential it must disrupt corrupt governments
and organisations for the better. This digest captures its rise from when the first pioneer of the
currency, Satoshi Nakamoto gave birth to it. Some doubt its sustainability, yet the concept has

pass on all over the world to individuals who are contacting for a currency free from
governmental intervention – a democratic currency. Bitcoin really threatens to weaken the power

governments have by attempting to decentralise regional currencies globe over.Bitcoin’ Many
have profited massively from the currency, however it offers been the downfall for many others,

especially anyone who has utilized it to trade in the dark market.Whilst still a currency, it has
been adopted by an incredible number of users around the globe. It has peaked the interest of
seasoned investors like the Winklevoss brothers to the Argentinian billionaire, Wences Casares

who recognise its potential to change the world.s story is a story of crowd invention. gold regular
for the millennial age group.A fascinating read that leaves you worked up about the future.
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